Jewelled Handle
(36W, 47N, colong. 30°)
Illuminated arc of Montes Juras projected into the dark terminator shadow
Best time: morning terminator, three days after first quarter

Plato’s Hook
(9W, 51N, colong. 15.6°)
Plato (101 km) rim peak shadow which is supposed to appear curved
Best time: morning terminator, one day after first quarter

Cassini’s Moon Maiden
(34W, 41N, colong. 50°)
Long-haired girl’s head and neck in profile formed by Promontorium Heraclides
Best time: morning terminator, four days after first quarter. Only works with an inverted (south-up) view

Lunar V
(1E, 8N, colong. 358°)
Appearance of a large letter ‘V’ near crater Uberti (23 km)
Best time: morning terminator, first quarter Moon (appears at the same time as the Lunar X)

Face in Albagneyanus
(6E, 11S, colong. 2°)
Profile of a face caused by the shadow of the eastern rim of Albagneyanus (136 km)
Best time: morning terminator, first quarter

Lunar X (Werner X)
(1E, 25S, colong. 358°)
Best known chiaroscuro effect which produces a well defined letter ‘X’ due to partial lighting of the rims of La Caille (68 km), Purbach (118 km) and Blanchinus (68 km)
Best time: morning terminator, first quarter Moon

Eyes of Clavius
(14W, 58S, colong. 15°)
Rims of Clavius C (21 km) and D (28 km) at lunar dawn appear like eyes inside shadowed Clavius (225 km)
Best time: morning terminator, one day after first quarter